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Abstract
Data formats are important components for parallel event tracing tools used for debugging and performance anal-
ysis. This paper presents a generic extension mechanism for the Open Trace Format (OTF) that allows to add arbitrary
data to the existing event data types. This avoids the need to frequently adapt the data format and the library API to
accommodate new usage scenarios. The replay of MPI communication is demonstrated as a real-world example that
requires an extension. Several other application scenarios that would beneﬁt from additional data about certain event
types are mentioned.
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1. Introduction
Event tracing is an established method for the analysis of application execution behavior. In particular, it is very
valuable for parallel debugging and performance analysis. There is a range of established tools, from experimental
research tools to stable product-quality tools, with their own event trace ﬁle formats, even though most are very
similar. A certain degree of interoperability is provided by tools that read foreign formats. The Open Trace Format
(OTF) tries to leverage this idea and is already supported by a number of tools. Yet, there is a dilemma whether to
strictly focus the design of the format towards its main application or to make it ﬂexible and generic. The cost will be
either interoperability or eﬃciency. This paper proposes a generic extension as a solution, which allows almost any
kind of additional data for existing or new event types without impairing eﬃciency for the predeﬁned events.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: The next section introduces event tracing in general, data ﬁle
formats, common event types, and their properties. In particular, it addresses OTF and its extension strategy. As
the central point, the generic extension mechanism is presented in Section 3, together with an eﬃcient encoding
method and the API additions. After that, the MPI replay of non-blocking point-to-point communication is shown
as a detailed example how the extension can be used to accomplish new features. Further application scenarios are
brieﬂy mentioned. Finally, the paper is concluded with a summary and an outlook.
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2. Event Tracing and the Open Trace Format
Event tracing is a method for recording detailed information about the run-time behavior of sequential or parallel
applications. It monitors individual events (points of interest) and stores them as event records together with relevant
properties of the event, for example ﬁne-grained timing information. The result is called the event trace of the
application and allows very detailed post-mortem analyses.
Event tracing can be employed for debugging [1, 2] or for performance analysis [3, 4, 5, 6]. Usually, it involves
three steps: First, the instrumentation which is slightly altering the application in order to point out events during
run-time. Second, the run-time data collection which acts upon the events, collects additional properties, and stores
the entire event trace. Finally, the analysis that reads and processes it.
2.1. The Open Trace Format
The role of the trace data format in this process is to transport the data from the data collection to the analysis
step. The Open Trace Format (OTF) [7] was developed by ZIH, TU Dresden in collaboration with the University of
Oregon and the Lawrence Livermore National Lab (LLNL). It is provided to the community as open-source software
under the BSD license.
OTF is a part of the Vampir tool suite for parallel performance analysis [3, 6, 8] and has been adopted by a number
of other projects, for example Open MPI [9], Open|SpeedShop [10], g-Eclipse [11], and TAU [12]. All of these tools,
like OTF itself, are designed with High Performance Computing (HPC) in mind. Therefore, they are oriented towards
parallel operation and scalability. Besides the actual data format deﬁnition, OTF provides a read and write library with
a convenient and powerful API as well as a number of support tools [13]. The reader and writer API is available for
C, C++, and Python. OTF supports transparent compression and allows to distribute parallel traces over multiple ﬁles
(called streams) which can be accessed individually or as one logical trace. Tools are available, e.g., for conversion
to/from other formats, for merging/separating streams of a trace, for generating proﬁles, and for ﬁltering [7].
2.2. Related Work
There are a number of other trace formats for parallel performance analysis. Some are very similar to OTF with
respect to the design and the API, for example, the older Vampir Trace format (VTF) , the Structured Trace Format
(STF) [14], the EPILOG format [15], or the TAU trace format [12]. None of them includes a generic feature like the
proposed extension.
The Paraver format [16] uses a simplistic and static format which contains only tuples of numbers. Yet, the
contents can be interpreted in a very generic way because the format deﬁnes very little semantics. However, this
format is very diﬀerent from all other formats and therefore only supported by the Paraver tools. The Pablo Self-
Deﬁning Data Format (SDDF) [17] has a diﬀerent design approach to provide maximum ﬂexibility by including the
speciﬁcation of the actual data records in the format itself. See also [18] for an overview of trace ﬁle formats.
2.3. Event Types and Properties
The Open Trace Format has a ﬁxed set of event types with appropriate properties, where appropriate means
for the typical use case it was designed for: performance analysis of sequential and parallel applications including
visualization, (semi-)automatic detection of performance ﬂaws, and statistical evaluation. Therefore, it contains event
types to record sequential and parallel aspects, including enter and leave of subroutine calls, performance counter
samples, I/O operations, message passing (MPI), and multi-threading (OpenMP, PThreads). It provides ﬁne-grained
timing information for all event types and the assignment of events to a process/rank/thread/etc. The most prominent
event types are shown in Table 1.
2.4. Extension Strategies
The event set of a trace format is not supposed to be very dynamic. Nevertheless, new developments did require
adaptations, and will continue to do so. One example from the hardware side was the Cell BE architecture with
a new communication scheme [19]. Another example from the software side was (or will be) the introduction of
non-blocking collective operations to the MPI standard [20].
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Table 1: OTF’s most prominent event types with their predeﬁned properties.
Enter, Leave time, process, function
Send, Receive time, sender, receiver, communicator, tag, bytes transferred
Counter time, process, counter, value
BeginCollectiveOperation time, process, collective operation, matching ID,
communicator, root process, bytes sent, bytes received
EndCollectiveOperation time, process, matching ID
BeginFileOperation time, process, handle
EndFileOperation time, process, ﬁle, handle, operation, bytes transferred
An event trace data format needs to incorporate new developments, otherwise it would become useless and soon be
replaced. Yet, it needs to be stable with respect to the functionality and the API. Frequent changes would not encourage
developers to build stable tools on top of it. While additions might be feasible, reductions are very diﬃcult because
they might break third party applications. Therefore, the extension strategy of OTF has been very conservative. New
features are added hesitantly and only after thorough consideration. This is to maintain a clear and consistent interface
that is not constantly growing. However, it is hindering all but the precisely intended purposes, because new features
are introduced slowly. Experimental implementations of potential new features cannot be tested with the oﬃcial
release, nor can features for very special purposes that will never be part of the oﬃcial version. Still, the alternative
of a frequently changing format would inﬂict consequences on the tools using the format.
3. Generic Extensions for the Open Trace Format
The generic extension presented in this section is intended to solve the abovementioned dilemma. With this
extension, nearly any kind of data can be transported besides the existing event set without the need for further API
changes. It is usable for stable applications as well as for experimental purposes. Still, the generic way of storing
auxiliary information is not intended to replace the existing model for the established event types.
3.1. Key-Value Lists as Generic Properties
The generic solution to carry additional properties for trace events are lists of key-value pairs. For every event
there will be such a list in addition to the existing properties. The list object can contain any number of key-value
pairs (or none) such that an arbitrary number of extended properties can be added to an event. The key part of the
pairs is used to identify the extended properties. It consists of a 32 bit unsigned integer that refers to a key deﬁnition.
The key deﬁnition record provides a name that can be recognized by consuming tools. It is suggested to use a
namespace convention where names are preﬁxed in C++ style with the tool’s name and double colons, for example
”vampir::”. The application/tool writing an OTF ﬁle must guarantee that there are no conﬂicting key deﬁnitions.
This is no limitation as keys should be commutable. However, both conditions are not checked or enforced by the
OTF library.
The value part may contain signed or unsigned integers (8, 16, 32, or 64 bit), ﬂoating-point values (32 or 64
bit), or byte arrays of limited length OTF KEYVALUE MAX LENGTH1. This covers the same value domain as all existing
predeﬁned properties of OTF events including strings. Yet, it is not indented to carry huge amounts of data such as
the contents of arrays.
1The length limit for byte arrays shall guarantee an eﬃcient internal data handling inside the OTF library. The total data amount is (practically)
unlimited, as successive keys can be used to transport the data in chunks.
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3.2. The Key Deﬁnition Record Type
A further addition is a key-value deﬁnition record which allows to identify a key from a name and a descriptive
text. The intended data types for the associated values can be speciﬁed corresponding to basic C data types. This is
not checked by the OTF library at this stage, however. The deﬁnition record is designed like regular deﬁnition records
with its own write and call-back routines according to the following record type speciﬁcation:
DefKey( uint32 t key, char* name, char* description, OTF Type type )
3.3. Encoding of Key-Value Lists in OTF
Figure 1: Schematic encoding of subroutine calls in OTF:
Enter and Leave records without (top) or with additional
key-value records (bottom).
OTF stores all events as event records in multiple ﬁles (called
streams). The records within a stream are chronologically sorted.
A single stream contains one or more processes/threads but ev-
ery process/thread belongs exclusively to one stream. Within the
streams, the timestamp and process speciﬁcations, which are re-
quired for all event records, are not stored as part of the event
records but as separate records which are handled internally: the
timestamp record speciﬁes the time for all following events in the
stream until the next timestamp, redundant timestamps for suc-
cessive events are suppressed (accordingly for process records).
For more details about the internals and the encoding of OTF see
[7, 13].
On the encoding level, the key-value pairs are stored as sep-
arate key-value records. The key-value records are associated to
events via their position by placing them directly before the regu-
lar record. In contrast to timestamp and process speciﬁcations, a
key-value record is only connected to the next record, but not to
all following ones.
During writing, the key-value records can simply be written
before the associated event record. During reading, key-value
records are collected by the current stream. As soon as a regular
event record is encountered, it is delivered to the consumer via a call-back routine together with the collected key-
value pairs. Right after the return of the call-back routine, the list object is cleared and begins collecting the next
key-value pairs. This makes the extension backward and forward compatible. It allows to implement the writing and
parsing of key-value records separately from that for regular event records.
Figure 1 shows an example of the encoding principle (note that all numbers are given in hexadecimal notation).
At ﬁrst, there is a normal call to a subroutine with the identiﬁer ’5’ denoted by an Enter and a Leave event on process
’2a’ with given timestamps. Next, there is a call to subroutine ’6’ with process and timestamp speciﬁcations. In
addition, the Enter event carries two key-value records: One with key ’3’ and a byte array containing ’deadbeaf’
as the value and one with key ’4’ and an integer value ’ff’. These could be the values of the subroutine’s ﬁrst and
second arguments. The Leave event carries a single key-value record with key ’5’ and the integer value ’0’. This
could be the call’s return value.
3.4. The No-Op Event Type
So far, arbitrary extensions can be made to existing event types. For further ﬂexibility, a placeholder event type is
introduced called NoOp. It consists only of a timestamp and a process with the only purpose to carry key-value pairs
when there is no other event to attach them to.
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3.5. Extensions to the OTF Record API
The OTF writer interface introduces an extension to the event writer routines for all event types. It adds a key-value
list (kvlist) as last argument, which is allowed to be NULL or an empty list. The original routine is not replaced,
though, because this would break existing code:
OTF Writer write<NAME>( writer, time, process, ... )
OTF Writer write<NAME> KV( writer, time, process, ... , kvlist )
The reader interface of OTF delivers events by invoking call-back routines that the consumer needs to register
beforehand. The call-back routines need to accept the correct arguments which is not checked by the C language.
Corresponding to the write calls, the call-back routines are extended by a read-only key-value list object like the
following:
Callback handle<NAME>( user data, time, process, ... , kvlist )
The call-back mechanism can not distinguish between user routines with or without the ﬁnal key-value list argu-
ment, however. For a correct call-back routine that is missing only the last argument, it is silently ignored. Therefore,
this is backward compatible2.
Figure 2: OTF reader call-backs for the example in Figure 1.
All in all, the user interface for
extended event records is very simi-
lar to the familiar record interface even
though the low-level handling is diﬀer-
ent. The user perspective of the ex-
ample in Figure 1 as provided by the
OTF reader API is shown in Figure 2:
OTF will deliver four events via call-
back routines. The timestamps, the pro-
cess speciﬁcations and the function identiﬁer are given for all Enter and Leave events. The last two contain additional
key-value pairs, while the ﬁrst two have an empty list as the last argument.
3.6. The OTF Key-Value-List API
As the ﬁnal piece, there is a new data type and its associated methods in the OTF API that fall into three categories
(see also Table 2). First, there are routines for creating and destroying objects. Second, there are modiﬁcation methods
which will typically be used during writing. And third, there are read-only methods for querying the contents.
4. Example Application Case: MPI Replay
In this section, an MPI replay implementation is presented on top of OTF and the generic trace format extension
with key-value pairs. This is an interesting use case because it requires a number of additional properties. Thus, it
demonstrates the capability to support a broad range of information of diﬀerent kinds.
In particular, the replay of MPI activities is useful for a number of purposes, either with or without the original
application. First of all, it can be used as an MPI benchmark closely mimicking the original MPI application, including
all MPI calls and the “waiting time” in between. This would allow to test the MPI performance of diﬀerent machines
without the need for the original application. It might be useful because of software porting issues or because of
restrictions with proprietary or conﬁdential software or data. Furthermore, it would allow to use modiﬁed or synthetic
traces. This could be most useful to test the potential MPI behavior of an application before actually porting it. In
[21] this concept is presented more elaborately.
2This should be true for (almost) all platforms and compilers and should be good enough for the transition period.
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Table 2: The central methods for the Key-Value-List data type. The <Type> placeholder stands for 8/16/32/64 bit signed/unsigned integers,
single/double precision ﬂoating point types, or bytes arrays of limited length.
OTF KeyValueList* OTF KeyValueList new();
uint8 t OTF KeyValueList close( kvlist );
bool appendPair<Type>( kvlist, key, <type> value, [uint32 t len] );
bool appendList( kvlist, source list );
void reset( kvlist );
bool hasKey( kvlist, key );
type getType( kvlist, key );
bool getValue<Type>( kvlist, key, <type>* value, [uint32 t* len] );
bool getKeyByIndex( kvlist, index, key ptr );
Another application scenario for MPI replay is the debugging of race conditions. It will record all MPI operations
that may contribute to non-deterministic behavior of the application. Later, it will be used for a replay together with
the original application. Instead of plainly re-executing the application, a special MPI layer will force the pre-recorded
outcome of all race conditions. Like before, a modiﬁed version of the original trace could be used as well. This allows
to investigate and debug the non-deterministic behavior in a deterministic manner [2, 22].
A very interesting way of MPI replay is used by the Scalasca toolset for automatic performance analysis [4]. It
performs a replay of all communication calls with the original number of MPI ranks. The replay messages are used to
transmit local performance data to communication partners which allows a distributed automatic analysis of timings.
As a ﬁnal example, a certain kind of MPI replay is required for parallel fault tolerance [23]. When uncoordi-
nated parallel checkpoints are used, a partial replay of recorded MPI communication is required for the failing ranks.
However, this diﬀers very much from the application scenarios mentioned above.
4.1. MPI Replay Activities
The basic idea of replaying MPI operations from an event trace is rather trivial. The replay engine is reading the
event trace in parallel, associating the current MPI ranks to the ones in the event trace. As soon as a relevant event is
encountered, the corresponding action is triggered. This mode is working ﬁne with existing OTF traces for blocking
communication, as every trace event contains all the necessary information. Table 3 gives an overview about the
actions required for the most important event types.
Table 3: Replay actions for the most important event types for blocking MPI communication.
Enter/Leave - for MPI calls: add prior waiting time to emulate the original timing
- for other calls: optionally insert artiﬁcial enter/leave events
Send/Receive - execute a corresponding blocking send/receive call
- allocate and free the required buﬀers
Counter - ignore
Begin/End - execute a corresponding collective operation
Coll. Op. - allocate and free the required buﬀers
Begin/End - execute corresponding (MPI) I/O call
FileOperation - manage ﬁle handles between open, access, and close
4.2. Additional Properties for Non-Blocking Communication
The current arrangement of OTF records is insuﬃcient for the replay of non-blocking point-to-point communica-
tions as shown by the example in Figure 3. Note that there can be multiple MPI Test calls as potential ﬁnalization
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Figure 3: Code snippets for non-blocking MPI communication for the example in Figure 4: MPI Isend plus MPI Wait at the sender side (top) and
an alternative of MPI Irecv plus a series of MPI Test calls at the receiver side (bottom).
points for a single non-blocking MPI Irecv call. Figure 4 shows one possible manifestation of the examples in an
event trace. The Send event (S) is placed between the Enter and Leave for MPI Isend. Yet, the Receive event is not
between Enter and Leave for MPI Irecv but inside the MPI Test call.
This arrangement is most useful for performance analysis showing the logical points in time where the message
is sent or received and allows to give a conservative estimate of the message speed. For the sake of replay, the
information from the RecvMsg event, which is not available before the ﬁnal MPI Test call, would be needed during
the MPI Irecv subroutine. This can be achieved by extending Enter, Send, and Receive events with key-value pairs
like the following:
Send: If a Send event stands for a non-blocking send, ﬂag it with a special key-value pair and link it to its ﬁnalization
event with a request ID in a second key-value pair (Keys 1 and 5).
Receive: If a Receive event stands for a non-blocking receive operation, then mark it and give a request ID to the
start event of this message (Keys 1 and 5).
Enter I: If an Enter event is for a message ﬁnalization call like MPI Wait, MPI Test or their variants, then give a
special key-value pair as a ﬂag and another to provide a request ID to link to the start operation of the current
message (Keys 1 and 5).
Enter II: If an Enter event is for MPI Irecv, then mark it (Key 1) and give all information required to replay the call
(sender, communicator, tag, length with Keys 2, 3, 4, 6 in the example). Also, link to the associated ﬁnalization
event via a request ID (Key 5).
The request IDs are needed to identify the matching start and end events of the messages. Note, that special
considerations are necessary for the outcome of MPI Test calls during the replay. Since it may diﬀer from the
original run, two special cases need to be handled: First, if the test succeeds earlier than expected, then all following
tests with the same request ID have to be ignored. Second, if the ﬁnal test (that with the actual receive event inside) is
not successful, then the replay engine needs to wait for the message, because there will be no further test calls.
This example illustrates the extended event properties. For the complete functionality of MPI replay, further
extended properties are needed, e.g., for operations with wildcard arguments or one-sided MPI calls. They can be
implemented in a similar manner as shown above. Yet, all of the extended properties would be considered overhead
for the MPI performance analysis process, which is the original purpose of OTF. Therefore, those properties would
not be made standard properties for OTF event types. Creating a separate trace ﬁle format for replay traces would
cause a lot of redundant work. However, replay traces are still interesting for performance analysis3.
3One could facilitate the replay engine to explicitly write an event trace of the replay run. Yet, it turned out to be much easier to use the
automatic instrumentation of VampirTrace [24] for the replay program, generating a trace like for any other target application.
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Figure 4: Example event sequence for a non-blocking MPI message exchange from the sender rank 0 (top) to the receiver rank 1 (bottom), see
also Figure 3. It indicates the Enter (E), Leave (L), Send, and Receive events. Note that the RecvMsg properties are not available before the ﬁnal
MPI Test call. The extended properties (dashed) annotate the properties at the point where they are needed for replay. Note that the keys are
chosen arbitrarily and have no special meaning.
5. Further Use Cases for Extended Trace Properties
Besides the replay example described above, there are a number of other use cases where key-value pairs can be
employed. Some of them were considered as oﬃcial changes for OTF, but rejected because of a major change in the
API with too little merit for the average OTF user.
Send-Receive Mapping: The mapping between associated Send and Receive events is important for visualization
and for computing the transfer speed. Yet, it needs to be computed every time a trace is read. It could be pre-computed
and stored persistently with key-value pairs.
Function Call Arguments: For certain function calls it would be interesting to know some of the call-time argu-
ments which can be transported by key-value pairs. For example, it could be worthwhile knowing the dimension when
calling routines for matrix or vector operations.
Additional Call Stack Information: The Sun Studio Performance Tools [25] use VampirTrace in MPI-only mode.
Still they want the complete call stack for MPI calls in order to diﬀerentiate the call sites. Currently, this is written
to special comment records. It could also be solved with key-value pairs, where keys for the call levels refer to the
existing function deﬁnitions.
Clock Correction Information: During parallel event trace collection local clocks are used for tracking time. It
turns out, parallel clocks are in general far from being adequately well synchronized in order to evaluate the parallel
run-time behavior. A periodic timer synchronization method can generate oﬀset and drift information that allows to
transform all local clocks into a suﬃciently synchronized global clock as a post-mortem operation [26]. The correction
information is currently stored outside of OTF but could be embedded in the trace with key-value pairs.
Alternative Lamport Clock: The DeWiz and gEclipse tools support an alternative timing using integer Lamport
clocks in addition to the wall clock timers [2]. The Lamport clock can be added with a key-value pair to every single
event in the trace.
Certainly, there are many further ways of using extended information transported by key-value pairs. It may be
for performance analysis or for entirely diﬀerent purposes.
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6. Evaluation
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Figure 5: OTF data volume and read/write durations with diﬀerent ratios of key-value
pairs per event. The durations correlate very closely to the data volumes.
The additional data transported by key-
value pairs will inﬂuence the storage vol-
ume, of course. In Figure 5 exemplary OTF
data volumes are shown with 0, 1/8, 1/4, 1/2,
1, 2, 4, and 8 key-value pairs per regular
event. It comes from a synthetic test that
covers very sparse to very excessive usage
of key-value pairs in four OTF streams [7]
of 100 MB each (before adding key-value
pairs) using the default Zlib compression.
Next to this, the read and write durations are
given. Obviously, they correspond closely
to the ﬁle sizes. The test platform was an
up-to-date desktop PC.
7. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper presented a generic extension which enables the Open Trace Format for many new application sce-
narios. The extension allows a lot of ﬂexibility for storing additional data related to existing or new types of events.
However, it will not convert the existing event types to generic ones for the sake of conceptual clarity and eﬃciency.
As a non-trivial example, the implementation of a replay mechanism for non-blocking MPI communication has been
presented.
Future work based on the presented results shall make the extension available to the OTF user community. The
generic key-value pair extension is planned to be part of the next major release of OTF. The example implementation
of the MPI replay mechanism will be enhanced to become part of the next release of VampirTrace. This includes an
optional recording mode which records replay capable traces and a replay engine for MPI performance benchmarking.
Also, we want to encourage and support the implementation of further use cases as mentioned in Section 5.
This will also reveal whether the extension should have been taken one step further by allowing key-value pairs
for deﬁnition records, which is currently ruled out. This would in particular allow key-value pairs for the deﬁnition of
(other) keys, which might be either useful or unnecessary.
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